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Re-Rethinking Strategic Planning

“So called ‘Strategic Planning’ arrived on the scene in the mid-1960s with a vengeance,
boosted by the popularity of Igor Ansoff’s book Corporate Strategy,’ published in 1965.
Now, three decades later, if the concept is not exactly dead, it has certainly fallen from its
exalted pedestal. Yet, in my opinion, the reasons for this are still hardly understood, which
means that similar costly misadventures are likely to take place, under other labels….”
…so began the first of a pair of 1994 ‘Rethinking Strategic Planning’ papers by strategic
planning guru, Henry Mintzberg (Reference 1). He concluded this first paper as follows…
“…Thus we arrive at planning’s grand fallacy… Because analysis is not synthesis,
strategic planning has never been strategy making. Analysis may precede and support
synthesis, by defining the parts that can be combined into wholes. Analysis may follow
and elaborate synthesis, by decomposing and formalizing its consequences. But analysis
cannot substitute for synthesis. No amount of elaboration will ever enable formal
procedures to forecast discontinuities, to inform detached managers, to create novel
strategies. Thus planning, far from providing strategies, could not proceed without their
prior existence. All this time, therefore, ‘strategic planning’ has been misnamed. It should
have been called ‘strategic programming’, and promoted as a process to formalize, when
necessary, the consequences of strategies already developed. Ultimately the term
‘strategic planning’ has proved itself to be an oxymoron.”
In the second paper, he set about solving the problem. Planners needed to become
forward looking synthesists rather than just backward-looking analysts. Easy to say.
Perhaps even easier to then turn into a wonderfully deployable process:

Figure 1: Mintzberg’s Framework For Planning, Plans And Planners (Reference 2)

Needless to say, if we look at just about any Strategic Planning ‘method’ that has been
adopted by strategic planners over the course of the last twenty six years since
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Mintzberg’s paper, his thinking sits at its heart. The papers have become something close
to ‘seminal’. Which is both a good thing and a bad thing. Good in that it at pointed
planners to look forward rather than just backwards, bad in that simply saying to people
‘don’t look over there, look over here’ turns out to be not particularly helpful. Like a lot of
the management literature, what Mintzberg had done makes for an iconic example of
‘insert miracle here’ thinking. Or, put another way, force planners to do a bunch of detailed
(i.e. tedious) up-front analysis, then spend a bit of time thinking about how ‘the future’
might pan out (‘the miracle’), then do a bunch more detailed (i.e. more energy-sapping
tedium) downstream activities to build the plan and disseminate the findings. I guess the
hope was that all the tedious busy-work would convince planners that they were doing
something useful? Or maybe it was just to convince their bosses that they were working?
Who knows. It all looks pretty depressing and, having watched several clients over the
years work through their versions of ‘the process’ the outcomes almost inevitably were
depressing. Including the various feedback loops. In theory, feedback loops help planners
to build better plans. ‘Tell us what you don’t like about it’, being the basic exam question
given to anyone deemed important enough to view the Plan. I think these kinds of
feedback loop could be thought of as ‘meta-miracles’. Managers that most likely have less
idea what ‘synthesis’ even means than the planners asking them to comment on their
crystal-ball derived fantasy futures. Second-guessing guesses rarely ends well. Rather
what it generally creates is just more busy work for the planners.
Needless to say, if we look at the history of Strategic planning since Mintzberg’s legacy,
the only sensible conclusion is that his re-invention of the dysfunction of the thirty years
before he came on the scene hasn’t worked. Here’s what we find when we conduct a
trend search on ‘strategic planning’ and its synonyms:
Worldwide

US

Figure 2: Global And US ‘Strategic Planning’ Search Frequencies, 2004-Today

Perhaps the most depressing part of this picture is the thought that the six-month
oscillating pattern of search frequency means that at least some planners have been
updating their Strategic Plans on a twice-a-year basis. I hope I’m wrong about that part of
the story. Whether I am or I’m not, and whether or not the two graphs are telling us that
planners are doing less strategic planning searches because they know what it is now, I’m
on fairly safe territory when I say that the 2020 version of Strategic Planning is as
dysfunctional as the 1994 version, which was in turn as dysfunctional as the 1965 version.
Progress is probably not the right word.
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Now, by way of some kind of defence of Strategic Planners everywhere, what’s also
changed over the last 25 years is that, thanks to a combination of globalisation and speedof-light communications, the world has become much more complex and interdependent
than it was. It’s also become rather more turbulent. Including another significant stepchange increase in 2020 thanks to Covid-19. To the extent that I imagine any Strategic
Planner distributing their 2020 plans in January, basically threw them all in the bin in
March.
It's tempting to say, looking at the New World through a Covid-19 domino-effect lens, that
the world for many of us has become so turbulent that there is literally no point in doing
any kind of strategic planning activity at all anymore. And to instead re-train all of the
world’s strategic planners to become agility-coaches. The organisations that learn to pivot
the fastest, in other words, are the ones that will survive and thrive into the future.
While I have some sympathy with this view, I can also see that it drags us into an
unnecessary and somewhat either/or world. Should we get agile or do strategic planning?
Answer: we should do both. Or rather, we should do both provided we can replace
Mintzberg’s ‘insert miracle here’ future synthesis process steps with something rather
more credible. If, in other words, we can drag the Strategic Planning process into the 21st
Century.
And that’s where TRIZ/SI comes in to play.
There are two TRIZ contributions worth bringing to bear on the Strategic Planning story.
The first relates to the use of TRIZ to help clarify purpose and required outcomes, while
the second, bigger part, relates to what TRIZ can tell us about the future. Let’s start with
the purpose and outcome part of the story, The start point for just about any TRIZ
investigation involves establishing who the intended customers for our Strategic Plan are,
and what outcomes they are looking to achieve. What, in other words, are the Plan’s
intended functions?
If we do it right, it should be something like: a living, relevant means of ensuring the
enterprise makes best use of its available resources to secure a meaningful and thriving
long-term future. We might also choose to add… in a manner that engages all employees
in meaningful work, that looks after the best interests of all stakeholders, and the
sustainability of the surrounding environment and ecosystems.
If we then add in the related piece of TRIZ thinking that tells us all systems evolve towards
an evolutionary end-state in which all the outcomes we require are achieved with zero cost
or harmful side-effects, we might also think of the ‘perfect’ Strategic Planning process as
being one that creates, manages and updates itself (with no effort required). While such a
goal might be little more than abstract theory to many organisations, the accompanying
idea of a Planning process that is self-updating, self-maintaining, and self-managing is one
that should form at least some part of the Planning Department’s goal in life. Strategic
Planning, in other words, should not be viewed as an industry in its own right, and
planners should not be looking to create a ‘job for life’. This is a tough one, but
nevertheless an important foundation of the future of a re-reinvented Strategic Planning
world.
With those two foundations in mind, we might next look at what the actual process might
be. The dysfunctional part of most traditional processes is the aforementioned ‘insert
miracle here’ part. All the other upstream and downstream activities probably don’t need to
change. At least in the short term. Choose one of the many published processes, find the
‘insert miracle here’ stage, then remove it and replace it with what follows. Bearing in
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mind, following the advice of George Washington that the best way to chop down a tree is
to spend the majority of your time sharpening the axe, 80% of the time devoted to building
your bright shiny new Strategic Plan is best spent on the ‘understanding the future’
activity, leaving the other 20% for all the mechanistic ‘other’ stuff:

The ‘Insert Miracle Here’ Stage
In most traditional Strategic
Planning processes. All the other
stuff is useful, but unless this part
is done effectively, everything else
is mere ‘busy work’ and will deliver
no value.
80% of the time is best devoted to
doing this job well. Everything else
in this process gets done in the
other 20%

Figure 3: 80/20 Time Split Between Traditional Strategic Planning Activities & The New
‘Understanding The Future’ Tasks

Let’s now set the scene for the ‘80%’ part of the process, Understanding The Future. A lot
of the components of this process are things we’ve written about elsewhere, so the idea of
this next section is merely to turn the portfolio of TRIZ/SI tools and processes into a logical
sequence. All the time remembering that, because when we’re doing any kind of job to
map the future we’re inevitably dealing with a complex system, the sequence of tasks is
inevitably going to be cyclical (the bad news), but also that it doesn’t matter particularly
what order things get done (the good news).
That said, here’s the recommended sequence.
Task 1: Context Setting
1) What Specifically Do We Want Our Strategic Plan to achieve? What Is It Not? What
Are Its Limits?
2) Getting The Structure Right: Who, What, When, Where, How & Why?
3) Getting The Team Up To Speed: Examples Of Good And Bad Strategic Planning
Practice
4) Getting The Team On The Same Page: Systems Thinking & First Principles
5) Here’s one we did earlier – (if we’re doing this new process for the first time, it’s a
good idea to walk the team through an example from elsewhere; if we’re
updating a previous planning exercise, here’s where we recap that previous
iteration)
Task2: Know Where We Are
6) Complexity Landscape: Where Are We? (Reference 3)
7) Where Are We On The Various S-Curves Of Our Industry? What is the pulse rate?
8) Mapping Internal Capabilities
9) Competitor & Market Analysis & Porter’s Five Forces
10) Stakeholder Function & Outcome Mapping
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Task 3: Know Where We Need To Be
11) Setting The ‘Ideal Final Result’ Compass Heading for the enterprise
12) Stakeholder Goals & Contradictions
13) Market Trend Analysis
14) Social, Technological, Economical, Environmental, and Political (STEEP) Trends
15) Scenario Building, TRIZ Trends & Road Maps To Success
Task 4: Know How To Get There
16) Managing The Unknowns & Unknowables (Reference 4)
17) ‘Critical Mass At The Critical Point’ – Risk, Resources & Buy-In
18) John Boyd’s OODA Loop, Feedback Loops, The Art Of War & ‘Skin In The Game’
19) ‘Culture Eats Strategy For Breakfast’ - Ethics, Morality & Politics
20) ‘The One Who Tells The Best Story Wins’ – writing the story in such a way that
buy-in is guaranteed
All twenty steps have been developed into an MSc Module, which will be launching
shortly. If it helps any in the meantime, the Module, in addition to its TRIZ/SI foundations,
is built around five core references:
a.
‘Good Strategy/Bad Strategy’, Richard Rumelt
b.
‘On Competition’, Michael Porter
c.
‘The Art Of War’, Sun Tzu
d.
‘Skin In The Game’, Nassim Nicholas Taleb
e.
‘Only The Paranoid Survive’, Andrew Grove
I don’t think any of the other authors were or are familiar with TRIZ. TRIZ, on the other
hand is familiar with them.
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Law Of (Morality) System Completeness

I don’t know whether it was a coincidence that will prove to be lucky or unlucky. Probably
both. Anyway, I was coming to the end of the book, ‘How To Have Impossible
Conversations’ (Reference 1) and reading the ‘advanced’ section on moral arguments, just
as the latest Jordan Peterson related ‘outrage’ found its way into my Twitter timeline.
Peterson has a new book coming out early next year, a book that is due to be published
by Penguin Random House. Some of the Penguin employees in Canada took great
offense that their employer would do such a thing. By way of illustration of the emotional
trauma caused, according to several media sources, ‘one co-worker discussed how
Peterson had radicalised their father and another talked about how publishing the book
will negatively affect their non-binary friend’.
The lucky part of the coincidence is that I think this Penguin-employee-offense story offers
up a potentially elegant illustration of some of the challenges of morality-based
contradictions. Which is the overarching topic of this article. On the unlucky side, we may
find ourselves on the thin-ice of the outrage landscape by potentially appearing to take
sides in what feels like an increasingly common kind of right-versus-right argument. No
matter how well intentioned the arguments either way might be. And irrespective of
whether we’re able to demonstrate that the TRIZ/SI desire to transcend contradictions
rather than staying stuck in the unwinnable either/or mud.
Anyway, here goes.
First up, some theory.
As a part of our ongoing journey into the world of First Principles (Reference 2), we’ve
been looking at ways of mapping some of the ‘human’ aspects of the story. What is it, at a
foundational level, that drives human behaviour? As is so often the case, when we look for
the ‘someone, somewhere’ that already did some hard work for us, we manage to find a
very suitable ‘somebody’. In this case, the Moral Foundations Theory work popularised by
Jonathan Haidt (Reference 3), following the pioneering findings of Richard Shweder and
team (Reference 4). Both come across as hunters of first-principle thinking. Shweder
concluded that there were five foundational elements of human morality:
1) Care/harm: This foundation is related to our long evolution as mammals with
attachment systems and an ability to feel (and dislike) the pain of others. It underlies
virtues of kindness, gentleness, and nurturance.
2) Fairness/cheating: This foundation is related to the evolutionary process of reciprocal
altruism. It generates ideas of justice, rights, and autonomy. [Note: In the original
conception, Fairness included concerns about equality, which are more strongly endorsed
by political liberals. However, as we reformulated the theory in 2011 based on new data,
we emphasize proportionality, which is endorsed by everyone, but is more strongly
endorsed by conservatives]
3) Loyalty/betrayal: This foundation is related to our long history as tribal creatures able
to form shifting coalitions. It underlies virtues of patriotism and self-sacrifice for the group.
It is active anytime people feel that it’s ‘one for all, and all for one’.
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4) Authority/subversion: This foundation was shaped by our long primate history of
hierarchical social interactions. It underlies virtues of leadership and followership, including
deference to legitimate authority and respect for traditions.
5) Sanctity/degradation: This foundation was shaped by the psychology of disgust and
contamination. It underlies religious notions of striving to live in an elevated, less carnal,
more noble way. Purity in so many words. It underlies the widespread idea that the body is
a temple which can be desecrated by immoral activities and contaminants (an idea not
unique to religious traditions).
Haidt’s subsequent thinking concluded that there was a sixth element:
6) Liberty/oppression: This foundation is about the feelings of reactance and resentment
people feel toward those who dominate them and restrict their liberty. Its intuitions are
often in tension with those of the authority foundation. The hatred of bullies and
dominators motivates people to come together, in solidarity, to oppose or take down the
oppressor. We report some preliminary work on this potential foundation in this paper, on
the psychology of libertarianism and liberty.
Later researchers have since come along and proposed other candidates –
Efficiency/waste, Ownership/theft, Honesty/deception, Equity/undeserving and
Stability/progress being the primary candidates. To which the question then becomes, how
many first principles can there be?
Well, one good way of answering the question involves recognising that in order to
achieve ‘morality’ there must be a ‘system’. And if there’s a system, it must obey the Law
Of System Completeness. Which means there must be six elements. Six that, after quite a
bit of iteration, we think come together like this:

AUTHORITY
(Coordination)

LOYALTY
(Interface)

LIBERTY
(Transmission)

FAIRNESS
(Sensor)

CARE
(Tool)

SANCTITY
(Engine)

Figure 1: Moral Foundations Theory Elements As A System

So, Jonathan Haidt wins the prize. All the other candidate foundations, meanwhile, can be
seen as things that sit within one of the six: Equity as a subset of Fairness; Efficiency as a
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subset of Sanctity; Ownership as a subset of Liberty; and Stability as a subset of Authority.
Simple when you know how, although perhaps the last item on the list can be seen as a
bit of a stretch at first until we look at the original definition of Authority to see that it
includes, as a core requirement of coordinating leadership, ‘respect for tradition’.
The significance of these six elements is that ‘moral behaviour’ means that all six have to
be present. The real-world problem then becomes that different types of people tend to
rank them differently. Figure 3 illustrates data relating to people with different political
persuasions:

Figure 2: Morality Profiles Of Different Political Preferences (and me – Reference 5)

Now, when we think about any kind of moral argument, we find ourselves in classic ‘rightversus-right’ territory. A conservative, putting a higher priority on Liberty, is quickly going
to find themselves in conflict when they try to enter a discussion with a left-leaning liberal,
who is likely to put greater emphasis on Caring and Fairness. To which the inevitable
answer is that they’re both right.
But – and here’s the rub – they’re only going to recognise that situation if they can be
convinced that their moral arguments can never be settled as an either/or debate.
Because the Law Of System Completeness tells us that all six have to be present.
Hopefully, we now have a slightly better understanding of why moral arguments are so
contentious. But we need to add another layer of complexity if we’re going to be able to
make any meaningful progress on solving the right-versus-right contradictions that have
emerged in the Jordan Peterson versus protesting-Penguin-employees problem.
Figure 3 illustrates our True-And-Correct Matrix, a tool that seems to be finding
applications in many different areas since we first drew a version of it and started talking
about it last year (Reference 6). The 2x2 matrix makes the point that ‘truth’ and
‘correctness’ are not the same thing. Something can be scientifically or legally correct but
not be ‘true’, and likewise, other things can be morally ‘true’ and yet be legally and/or
scientifically incorrect. As is the usual convention with these kinds of matrix, the place to
aspire to is the top-right hand quadrant in which we have achieved a situation where we
have something which is both correct and true.
In the Peterson-v-Penguin-protestor situation, both parties are morally ‘true’ (so, strictly
speaking, when we described the argument as ‘right-versus-right’ earlier, we should have
said ‘true-versus-true’). The protesting Penguin employees are being morally true because
they are focused on the ‘Care’ part of the Morality system, and Jordan Peterson is being
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Principles

Politics
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Jordan
Peterson

TRUE

Protesting
Penguin
Employees

N

morally true because he is emphasising the (‘freedom of speech’) Liberty part of the
system.

CORRECT
Figure 3: True-And-Correct Matrix & Peterson-v-Penguin-Protestors

But, when it comes to the horizontal ‘correctness’ dimension of the Matrix, Peterson – in
this case – has a very clear upper-hand. Peterson’s right to freedom of speech is
enshrined in law. In exactly the same way that the Penguin employees have a right to
lobby their employer to not publish the book, and also in Penguin’s choice whether to
publish or not. Peterson is permitted freedom of speech, but not necessarily through
Penguin.
So much for the Legal dimension of the debate. Returning to Reference 1 again for a
second, sadly the fact that Peterson is in the top-right quadrant and the Penguin
employees are not does not and will not help us settle the argument. When it comes to
moral arguments, Boghossian convincingly demonstrates in the book, facts do not help.
(Something that can be clearly seen in the UK in the almost-over Brexit debate, where the
‘rational’ arguments of 48% that voted to stay in the EU have largely fallen on the deaf
ears of the 52% that want to leave… the 48% in other words have fallen into precisely the
trap Boghossian talks about.)
The Law might be on Peterson’s side in this story, but that doesn’t help him ‘win’. To reach
such a point, we will have to make an argument to the Penguin-protestors on moral-only
grounds. So how to do that?
Well, to start with, we still need everyone to make their case in the top-right hand quadrant
of the True-Correct matrix. The Law won’t get the Penguin protestors there, but maybe a
piece of scientific correctness might help them get there and hence help solve the Careversus-Liberty contradiction. Figure 4 reproduces a variant on another picture we’ve been
using a lot in recent months. In fact a whole family of these kinds of ‘Goldilocks Curve’
picture seems to be emerging. The first one we published was in an article about
Precautionism (Reference 7). In Figure 4 it is about the impact of psychological stress on
the resilience of individuals. The idea of any kind of Goldilocks Curve is that there is a ‘just
right’ level of the parameter on the x-axis. Apply just the right amount of psychological
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stress on a person, in other words, and we will help them to build resilience; too little and
we will make them weaker; too much and we will also make them weaker. The main point
of the curve is that we need to know where that Goldilocks point is, otherwise we can find
ourselves implementing ‘solutions’ that make problems worse than before we started.

Resilience

Psychological
Stress
Mental
Illness

Goldilocks
Stress

Mental
Illness

Figure 4: Goldilocks Stress Builds Resilience

Unless the world has changed radically since I was a boy and my parents everyday
aphorism of choice was, ‘sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt
me’, when a person is stressed by some form of verbal abuse, this kind of stress sits to
the left of the Goldilocks Stress level. A don’t think being offended on behalf of a third
party existed when I was a boy, but I’d say that it too sits clearly on the left-hand side of
the curve. Which, if I’m right, means that for the Penguin-protestors, their desire to ‘cancel’
Jordan Peterson, while it might calm their immediate anxieties, will in the longer term
make them less resilient in the future. And, again if this is so, this cannot be compatible
with Caring. When our actions make ourselves and others weaker, this is inconsistent with
either caring for ourselves or them. It’s a bit like me saying I’m offended by the Second
Law Of Thermodynamics. It might be true, but if I don’t recognise that in the real world
entropy beats my feeling of distress every day of the week, I’d better shape up if I want to
survive beyond the unfolding Brexit disaster.
Note I’m using ‘if’ in this previous paragraph because, if we are to genuinely convince the
Penguin protestors that their argument is damaging to both their longer-term health and
that of their radicalised relatives and non-binary friends, we need to work with them to
make sure we understand where the Goldilocks Stress level actually is on the Figure 4
graph. If we can even start such a discussion, we’re well on the way to genuinely solving
the Care-Liberty contradiction, because now the argument is able to be resolved based on
provable fact and – crucially – we get to use these facts in a manner that allows the
incorrect party in the argument to still stand by their original moral truth – that, in this case,
we all, Peterson included, are interested in Caring for everyone.
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Not So Funny – 40 Inventive (Barcode) Principles

One of the greatest contributors to the uglification of the planet is the barcode. A lovely
example of the triumph of convenience over meaning. Even so, you can’t keep a good
packaging designer for long. Sooner or later they realise the blot on their landscape can
also be a feature. Even the bad stuff is good stuff… which sounds like an example of
Principle 22 right there. We thought we’d take a quick look and see if their creativity
extended any further. Turns out it does…
Principle 1, Segmentation

Principle 4, Asymmetry

Principle 5, Merging

Principle 2, Taking Out (Separation)

Principle 6, Universality
Principle 3, Local Quality
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Principle 7, Nested Doll

Principle 10, Preliminary Action

Principle 8, Anti-Weight

Principle 11, Beforehand Cushioning

Principle 9, Prior Counteraction
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Principle 12, Equi-potentiality

Principle 15, Dynamics

Principle 16, Slightly More, Slightly Less

Principle 13, The Other Way Around

Principle 17, Another Dimension
Principle 14, Spheroidality
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Principle 18, Vibration

Principle 21, Hurrying

Principle 22, Blessing-In-Disguise

Principle 19, Periodic Action

Principle 20, Continuity Of Useful Action
(Death Wish Coffee!)

Principle 23, Feedback
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Principle 24, Intermediary

Principle 27, Cheap Disposable

Principle 25, Self-Service

Principle 28, Mechanics Substitution
(‘Fields’)

Principle 26, Copying
Principle 29, Pneumatics & Hydraulics
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Principle 30, Flexible Shells & Thin Films

Principle 33, Homogeneity

Principle 31, Porous Materials (‘Holes’)

Principle 34, Discard & Recover

Principle 32, Colour Change
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Principle 35, Parameter Change
Principle 38, Strong Oxidants (‘Enriched
Atmosphere’)

Principle 36, Phase Transition
Principle 39, Inert Atmosphere (‘Calmed
Atmosphere’)

Principle 40, Composite

Principle 37, Thermal Expansion
(‘Relative Change’)
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Patent of the Month – Earth-Ionosphere Waveguide Power Transfer

A really tricky one this month. A Patent of the Month that definitely falls into the ‘moonshot’
category. Somewhere over on the ‘Star Trek’ end of the reality spectrum. But as such, one
also that allows us to test the bounds of the Contradiction Matrix. Some readers will no
doubt have heard of ‘X Development LLC’, a Google spinout that according to their
website, ‘is a diverse group of inventors and entrepreneurs who build and launch
technologies that aim to improve the lives of millions, even billions, of people. Our goal:
10x impact on the world’s most intractable problems, not just 10% improvement. We
approach projects that have the aspiration and riskiness of research with the speed and
ambition of a startup.’ Here’s their definition of a moonshot:

Very much living up to that ethos comes a cluster of patents awarded to X employee,
Brian Adolf on December 1. The main patent of the cluster is US10,852,333, ‘Earthionosphere waveguide power transfer’, and here’s what it has to say about Mr Arthur’s
moonshot:
©2020, DLMann, all rights reserved

Waveguides can be used for electromagnetic power transmission. In particular, the geometry and
physical-electromagnetic properties of a waveguide may determine modes of electromagnetic
propagation corresponding to persistent or semi-persistent solutions to Maxwell's Equations,
subject to boundary conditions of the waveguide. Such mathematical solutions are referred to
formally as "eigenmodes," and represent resonant modes of the waveguide that can give rise to
standing waves within the waveguide, a volume customarily referred to as the waveguide "cavity."
Introducing or injecting electromagnetic energy into a waveguide cavity in such a way that
"excites" or "couples to" an eigenmode causes power to be transmitted efficiently within the
waveguide, without a physical transmission medium, such as wires.
In one aspect, an example embodiment presented herein provides a method comprising:
transmitting, by a transmitter apparatus, electrical power into a spherical waveguide bounded by a
terrestrial surface and an ionospheric layer, wherein the electrical power is transmitted in an
electromagnetic wave; computing one or more eigenmodes of the spherical waveguide based on a
mathematical model of the spherical waveguide that incorporates electrical properties of the
terrestrial surface and plasma physics of the ionospheric layer; detecting the transmitted
electromagnetic wave by a receiver apparatus remote from the transmitter apparatus; and
determining a strength of coupling between the transmitted electromagnetic wave and the one or
more eigenmodes by measuring an amount of power received by the receiver apparatus in the
detected electromagnetic wave.
In another aspect, an example embodiment presented herein provides a system comprising: a
transmitter apparatus; a receiver apparatus remote from the transmitter apparatus; and a
computer apparatus having one or more processors and memory storing instructions that, when
executed by the one or more processors, cause the system to carry out operations including:
causing the transmitter apparatus to transmit electrical power into a spherical waveguide bounded
by the terrestrial surface of the Earth and the ionospheric layer of the Earth, wherein the electrical
power is transmitted in an electromagnetic wave; computing one or more eigenmodes of the
spherical waveguide based on a mathematical model of the spherical waveguide that incorporates
electrical properties of the terrestrial surface and plasma physics of the ionospheric layer; causing
the receiver apparatus to detect the transmitted electromagnetic wave; and determining a strength
of coupling between the transmitted electromagnetic wave and the one or more eigenmodes by
measuring an amount of power received by the receiver apparatus in the detected electromagnetic
wave.

Wireless power transfer has been around since the early part of the Century, but due to
the ‘fundamental’ problem of energy dissipation that increases as a function of the square
of the distance, and therefore, ‘air’, between charger and charged ends of the transfer, has
meant that even though ‘the wires’ might have disappeared, the required physical
proximity means we end up with devices separated only by a few millimetres.
Here's what that problem looks like when mapped onto the Contradiction Matrix:
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Meanwhile, instead of looking at how to grow from millimetres to centimetres, X
Development have allowed themselves to head over towards Ideal Final Result territory
and in effect asked the question, ‘why can’t we transfer power wirelessly over several
thousand kilometres?’
Having read through Mr Arthur’s patent several times, I’m still not quite sure whether I
understand whether that’s what they’ve actually achieved. The implication is ‘yes’. But in
terms of the usual requirement to demonstrate that the proposed solution is ‘produceable
by a person skilled in the art’, the reality might be either an elaborate hoax, or the greatest
delusion ever. But, whether US10,852,333 and its supporting patents turns out to be a
gamechanger or not, I almost feel like it deserves our award this month just for recalibrating us on what ‘moonshot’ is allowed to mean if we allow ourselves to really push
the limits.
What about the Matrix recommendations? Would they have helped with the out of box
thinking? Here are a few short extracts from the detailed description section of the patent:
Such mathematical solutions are referred to formally as "eigenmodes," and represent resonant
modes of the waveguide [Principle 18] that can give rise to standing waves within the waveguide,
In example embodiments, portions of the Earth itself, including the ionosphere, [Principle 24] can
be treated as a waveguide, and as such, wireless transmission of electromagnetic power may be
carried out on a physical scale comparable to the entire Earth. More specifically, by accounting for
electrical physical properties of the terrestrial surface of the Earth and for plasma physics of the
Earth's ionosphere, the space between these two layers (i.e., the Earth's surface and the
ionosphere) can be modeled as a spherical waveguide or waveguide cavity, and its
electromagnetic properties analyzed. In particular, computations, including simulations, may be
used to determine eigenmodes of this "whole Earth" or Earth-ionosphere waveguide.
…In particular, other example embodiments are described for: configurations and use of antenna
arrays to efficiently excite and couple to one or more eigenmodes of the Earth-ionosphere
waveguide at one location, and to efficiently receive power from one or more eigenmodes at
another location [Principle 3]; configurations and use of arrays of antenna arrays to excite one or
more eigenmodes in a globally-phased manner to generate standing or traveling waves and make
the power the waves carry available on a global basis; configurations and use of arrays of antenna
arrays to excite one or more eigenmodes [Principle 18] in a globally-phased manner to detect and
determine locations of loads that represent sinks/taps of power

Yet again, ‘resonance’ is the answer. And, as predicted by the Rhythm Coordination
Trend, so are ‘standing waves’. I think I might have made those links. A link I don’t think I
would have made was ‘the ionosphere’ as an example of a Principle 24, Intermediary. You
live and learn.
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Best of the Month – No Rules Rules

‘There are always winners and losers in a Crisis’, one of our stock phrases of the year.
One of the undoubted big winners in a largely locked-down world has been Netflix. In ‘No
Rules Rules’ we get an insight into their success recipe book. Or, more specifically, how
their twenty-years in the making innovation culture, saw them perfectly positioned to make
the most of 2020. That said, the book has been viewed as somewhat controversial by
many reviewers this year. Probably not surprising when we see a Netflix operating
philosophy that includes things like, ‘adequate performance gets a generous severance
package’. But what picking up that part of the company’s story means is that the reviewer
was looking for a cheap soundbite and to avoid having to understand the bigger picture
being described by the authors – a winning combination of Netflix CEO and INSEAD
Professor, by the way – which is what, in SI language we might call archetypal Innovation
Capability Maturity Level 4. Albeit a very Everythink ‘Orange’ form of Level 4. Which,
nevertheless, makes No Rules Rules quite a rare thing.
For those not familiar with the company (how did you spend lockdown?), Netflix was
founded in 1997 as a DVD-by-mail business. It now has 7,000 employees, creates its own
award-winning TV shows, and reaches 150 million streaming customers in 190 countries.
In this debut text, CEO Hastings celebrates his firm’s culture, arguing that its emphasis on
keeping only the most highly effective people is essential to innovation and creative
success. In alternating sections with Professor Meyer, who provides elaboration based on
more than 200 Netflix interviews, Hastings details the making of the Netflix way, from
hiring the best creative talent at high pay to increasing candour through frequent feedback
and gradually removing controls that stifle innovation. The latter begins with removing
vacation policies and travel/expense controls and culminates in sharing “unprecedented”
amounts of company information so that employees can make good decisions on their
own. No approvals from higher-ups are needed: “Don’t seek to please your boss,” only to
advance the company. All of this is possible only after you have formed a team (not a
family) of “self-motivated, self-aware, and self-disciplined” staff. A critical element, the
“keeper test,” suggests a staffer ask a boss, “If I were thinking of leaving, how hard would
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you work to change my mind?” Fired employees receive generous severance. The book is
conversational, packed with sidebars, asides, graphs, and charts, and illuminating,
sometimes self-satisfied anecdotes. Netflix-like cultures of “freedom and responsibility” are
most effective in “creative” companies that depend on “innovation, speed, and flexibility.”
Firms focused on error prevention generally opt for stricter policies.
Best of all, I think, is an implicit acknowledge of complex systems and the consequent
need to eliminate hierarchy and, as much as possible, create self-organising systems. And
that to get from zero to there requires an iterative and progressive process. Something like
this:

Essentially what we see here is an ongoing virtuous spiral – increasing talent density
begets an ability to introduce candour-filled feedback loops, which in turn begets the ability
of the senior leadership team to release and eliminate more controls. All in all, a virtuous
cycle that helps ensure meaningless work is eliminated, and that, as a result, everyone is
more likely to be engaged in their work. Add to that mix the recognition that ‘talent’ in
Netflix eyes equates to ‘ability to innovate’. A classic case of ‘what gets valued gets done’,
and an iconic illustration of the power of ‘leading with context not control’. In other words,
the entertainment world is a fast-moving sector, and the only way to survive and thrive in
such a world is to employ people that are able to learn to innovate faster than competitors.
And the way to do that is to let everyone know that the context is innovation.
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Wow In Music – Underground

"I hatched out of the egg I was living in,"
he said, looking back on this time.
"I'd nailed one foot to the floor
and kept going in circles, making the same record."
Swordfishtrombones is the eighth studio album by singer and songwriter Tom Waits,
released in 1983 on Island Records. It was the first album that Waits produced himself.
The album was ranked at number 2 among the "Albums of the Year" for 1983 by NME. In
1989, Spin named Swordfishtrombones the second greatest album of all time. In 2006, Q
placed the album at No. 36 in its list of "40 Best Albums of the '80s." Pitchfork listed
Swordfishtrombones as 11th best album of the 1980s. Slant Magazine listed the album at
No. 26 on its list of "Best Albums of the 1980s". In 2000 it was voted number 374 in Colin
Larkin's All Time Top 1000 Albums. And today, at the meta-critic site,
besteveralbums.com, the album is ranked 379th best of all time. In short, it is a classic.
It was also a sea-change for Waits. First up it was stylistically different from his previous
albums, moving away from the piano and string orchestra arrangements of the late 1970s,
replacing them with unusual instrumentation and a somewhat more abstract songwriting
approach. But way beyond that, the album represents a very different Waits. A Waits that
had met Kathleen Brennan. Aside from the freeing nature of Brennan - who perhaps
emancipated Waits’ from a decade of misinformed romantic longing - there were
undoubtedly countless other vital influences and serendipitous changes in the singer’s life.
It’s safe to assume he discovered Captain Beefheart (or some of the members of The
Magic Band at least) around this time - who was just releasing his harshest and most alien
swansong, Ice Cream For Crow. In fact, it’s a moot point as to whether or not it was
Brennan who switched Waits on to the Captain. Furthermore, the influence of seminal
wanderer-cum-composer Harry Partch is indisputably present on Swordfishtrombones.
Thus the presence of Waits’ old friend and member of the early-80s incarnation of the
Harry Partch Ensemble, Francis Thumm, was clearly another vital driving factor in his
transformation. Thumm - with whom Waits purportedly had been privately making music
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since first meeting in 1969 - acted under the ever mysterious label of ‘arranger’ on
Swordfishtrombones, while also providing the sort of unusual and exotic instrumental
accompaniment (he’s credited with ‘glass harmonica’ and ‘metal aunglongs’ on the album)
beloved to the deceased Partch – the composer had regularly adapted and invented his
own microtonal instruments especially for his compositions as far back as the 1930s.
The unlikely mentor of Harry Partch’s ghost ultimately proves a befitting one. In 1930
Parch destroyed all of his previous compositions, and in 1935, he began to live out his
overarching rejection of the destructive power of cultural conformity, and abandoned a
promising future as a composer and musicologist to live as a hobo and drifter across
America during the height of the Great Depression. Nine years of train hopping and notetaking followed, and his decision to mature into a life of rough sleep and true grit was one
later echoed by Waits’ early-80s aesthetic turning point.
I could probably have picked any of the album’s fifteen tracks as far as this section of the
ezine is concerned. Ask me my favourite Swordfishtrombones track and, depending on my
mood, I could give you a dozen different answers. My eventual choice of the opening
track, Underground, has been somewhat swayed by the existence of a 30 minute
dissection of the song by the rather extraordinary composer, Samuel Andreyev (check it
out here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8R8XH9jcOy8).
But then, what’s also worth noting is that Underground acts as something of a manifesto
introducing the new Waits in his new world, ‘Rattle Big Black Bones, In the Danger zone,
There's a rumblin' groan, Down below, There's a big dark town, It's a place I've found…’.
Underground is less than two minutes long and on the surface follows a very traditional
march structure – introduction, 8-bar verse, 8-bar verse, 8-bar instrumental break, 8-bar
verse, outro. The first thing that begins to set it apart from Waits’ previous songs, and for
that matter, much of what had preceded it across the whole of popular music, is the choice
of instruments bass, drums, marimba, baritone horn and guitar, three of which play in the
bass range of the audio spectrum, and thus give the song a highly asymmetric (Principle
4) slant. Added to which is Waits’ vocal growl, which seems to have dropped an octave
from his previous albums. The guitar part is played obbligato, which essentially means,
apart from a couple of little flourishes in the instrumental break, guitarist, Fred Tackett,
plays the same riff throughout the song (Principle 20). The repetitive pulse of the guitar
weaves in and out of the song’s lyric, which, strangely, aside from the title word (Principle
3), uses exclusively words of one or two syllables. And then there’s the marimba, an
instrument that was to feature heavily in many subsequent Waits albums. Here, however,
the instrument sounds like it is being hit by sledgehammers (Principle 35), so heavy are
the strikes that we hear more noise than actual pitch. The overtones from which tie the
accompaniment into the guitar, the only instrument playing in a non-bass part of the
frequency range.
All in all, it’s an extraordinary introduction to an even more extraordinary album. A reinvention of not just Tom Waits, but also popular music for the next forty years. So far.

Rattle Big Black Bones
In the Danger zone
There's a rumblin' groan
Down below
There's a big dark town
It's a place I've found
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There's a world going on
UNDERGROUND
They're alive, they're awake
While the rest of the world is asleep
Below the mine shaft roads
It will all unfold
There's a world going on
UNDERGROUND
All the roots hang down
Swing from town to town
They are marching around
Down under your boots
All the trucks unload
Beyond the gopher holes
There's a world going on
UNDERGROUND

Hello, Mr Principle 35!
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Investments – Ink-Jet Printed Graphene

The University of Nottingham has cracked the conundrum of how to use inks to 3D-print
novel electronic devices with useful properties, such as an ability to convert light into
electricity.
The study shows that it is possible to jet inks, containing tiny flakes of 2D materials such
as graphene, to build up and mesh together the different layers of these complex,
customised structures.
Using quantum mechanical modelling, the researchers also pinpointed how electrons
move through the 2D material layers, to completely understand how the ground-breaking
devices can be modified in future.
Paper co-author, Professor Mark Fromhold, Head of the School of Physics and Astronomy
said, "By linking together fundamental concepts in quantum physics with state-of-the artengineering, we have shown how complex devices for controlling electricity and light can
be made by printing layers of material that are just a few atoms thick but centimetres
across.
"According to the laws of quantum mechanics, in which the electrons act as waves rather
than particles, we found electrons in 2D materials travel along complex trajectories
between multiple flakes. It appears as if the electrons hop from one flake to another like a
frog hopping between overlapping lily pads on the surface of a pond."
The study, 'Inter-Flake Quantum Transport of Electrons and Holes in Inkjet-Printed
Graphene Devices', has been published in the peer-reviewed journal Advanced Functional
Materials.
Often described as a 'super material', graphene was first created in 2004. It exhibits many
unique properties including being stronger than steel, highly flexible and the best
conductor of electricity ever made.
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Two-dimensional materials like graphene are usually made by sequentially exfoliating a
single layer of carbon atoms -- arranged in a flat sheet -- which are then used to produce
bespoke structures.
However, producing layers and combining them to make complex, sandwich-like materials
has been difficult and usually required painstaking deposition of the layers one at a time
and by hand.
Since its discovery, there has been an exponential growth in the number of patents
involving graphene. However, in order to fully exploit its potential, scalable manufacturing
techniques need to be developed.
The new paper shows that additive manufacturing -- more commonly known as 3D printing
- using inks, in which tiny flakes of graphene (a few billionths of a metre across) are
suspended, provides a promising solution.
By combining advanced manufacturing techniques to make devices along with
sophisticated ways of measuring their properties and quantum wave modelling the team
worked out exactly how inkjet-printed graphene can successfully replace single layer
graphene as a contact material for 2D metal semiconductors.
Co-author, Dr Lyudmila Turyanska from the Centre for Additive Manufacturing, said,
"While 2D layers and devices have been 3D printed before, this is the first time anyone
has identified how electrons move through them and demonstrated potential uses for the
combined, printed layers. Our results could lead to diverse applications for inkjet-printed
graphene-polymer composites and a range of other 2D materials. The findings could be
employed to make a new generation of functional optoelectronic devices; for example,
large and efficient solar cells; wearable, flexible electronics that are powered by sunlight or
the motion of the wearer; perhaps even printed computers."
The next steps for the research are to better control the deposition of the flakes by using
polymers to influence the way they arrange and align and trying different inks with a range
of flake sizes. The researchers also hope to develop more sophisticated computer
simulations of the materials and the way they work together, developing ways of massmanufacturing they devices they prototype.

Read more:
Feiran Wang, Jonathan H. Gosling, Gustavo F. Trindade, Graham A. Rance, Oleg
Makarovsky, Nathan D. Cottam, Zakhar Kudrynskyi, Alexander G. Balanov, Mark T.
Greenaway, Ricky D. Wildman, Richard Hague, Christopher Tuck, T. Mark Fromhold,
Lyudmila Turyanska. Inter‐Flake Quantum Transport of Electrons and Holes in
Inkjet‐Printed Graphene Devices. Advanced Functional Materials, 2020; 2007478 DOI:
10.1002/adfm.202007478
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Generational Cycles – Death Wish

Here’s another in our occasional series of movie remake features. One of the reasons why
we do these is because in comparing original movies with their remakes, you can see
changes in the film industry and the broader society as real things rather than just
theories.
This time we take a look at a weird zeitgeist classic about a world that no longer exists and
its slickly polished reproduction about a world that doesn’t look like it can last. It’s “Death
Wish” (1974) vs. “Death Wish” (2018) in a text book demonstration of how material
improvement and intellectual deterioration can happen at the exact same time.
The original “Death Wish” is about an architectural engineer in New York City named Paul
Kersey (Charles Bronson). A trio of punks, including a young Jeff Goldblum wearing an
honest-to-goodness Jughead hat like from Archie comics, kill Kersey’s wife and rape his
daughter, sending her into madness. So, Kersey gets himself a gun and starts walking the
streets of the Big Apple at night, killing any mugger he finds.
That sounds like an action flick, doesn’t it? Maybe a good one starring Steven Seagal in
the 1990s or a bad one starring Steven Seagal any time after the 1990s, but an action flick
nonetheless. Well, the first thing to know about “Death Wish” (1974) is that it is not an
action flick. It’s a drama. Do you remember those? They were motion pictures grownups
used to go to in mass numbers before Steven Spielberg and George Lucas helped turn
every film into an amusement park ride. Far from a cheesy revenge tale where a hero
strikes back against the forces of evil, “Death Wish” (1974) is about a man broken by fate
and seduced by the power of vigilantism.
Watching this 1974 film now is almost more an exercise in archaeology than
entertainment. There are so many things about it that are no longer applicable to modern
American life…and I don’t just mean the scary 70s hair styles.
1. “Death Wish” (1974) was made about halfway through a 30+ year explosion in
American crime rates. People born after 1990 must be quite bewildered when they hear
older people talk about issues of law and order. That’s because those younger folks have
only known an America where crime has been on the decline while their elders are still
remembering when law-breaking was getting worse every single year with no end in sight.
For example, the number of robberies in New York City essentially quadrupled between
1965 and 1981 and remained at that elevated level until the mid-1990s. So while the level
of street crime depicted in this film may be slightly exaggerated for dramatic effect, it does
reflect a reality of urban life then that hipsters from Brooklyn to Portland can’t even
imagine today.
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2. The movie is also built upon an economic model that’s literally been reversed today. Big
cities used to have lots of poor people living in lots of squalor. The dream was to make
enough money to get out of those rundown, crime-ridden neighbourhoods. 21st century
America metropolises have been so gentrified that poor and working-class residents have
been forced out. Now – or at least, ‘up to the start of Covid-19’, the dream is to make
enough money that you can afford to live in the city.
3. While “Death Wish” (1974) would look dated to current eyes because of much lower
quality production values and far more static camera movement, what’s more startling is
how relatively unattractive the actors are and how their movements on screen aren’t
perfectly choreographed to look a smooth and flawless as possible. Charles Bronson was
53 when he made this film and you’d think he was the father of the 63-year-old Bruce
Willis you see in “Death Wish” (2018). And the scene where Paul Kersey revels in his first
brush with vigilante justice and returns to his apartment to joyously swing his homemade
blackjack around almost looks silly, like that nunchuck guy from the early days of
YouTube, but it does look believably human. In contrast, every movement and gesture in
the remake is so precisely framed and executed that it might as well be CGI instead of
living, breathing people. Limitations in technology and technique used to mean that motion
pictures had to somewhat mimic real life if they wanted to look good. Modern movies,
even ones focused on the most mundane subject matter, project a Platonic ideal of what
life might look like if everyone had attractive parents, could afford a personal trainer, and
magically rehearsed everything they said or did a dozen times before they said or did it.
4. But what today’s viewers might find most unusual about “Death Wish” (1974) is that is
makes a legitimate effort to tell a story. There’s an entire sequence in Arizona that’s about
nothing more than showing the audience how Paul Kersey transforms from being a
bleeding heart liberal to someone capable of serial cold-blooded murder. Part of that
transformation uses Kersey’s work on a housing development to contrast the cold and
impersonal efficiency of the big city with a more empowered and humanistic relationship
between a man and the world around him. And while all that’s going on, the film still feels
the need to flesh out Paul Kersey as a character by showing him doing his job. The stuff
that happens in this film aren’t merely excuses to get from one action scene to the next.
It’s all trying to say something about life in 1970s America through one man’s tragic
reaction to those circumstances.
“Death Wish” (2018) is a thoroughly modern motion picture in every respect. It possesses
a visual brilliance we don’t appreciate because everything looks amazing now, yet there
still isn’t a scene in the whole production that’s half as memorable as watching Bronson’s
Kersey standing in the snow at his wife’s grave. It’s more violent than the original yet
maintains a certain prissiness about it all. In 1974, we see Joanna Kersey (Hope Lange)
absolutely get the crap kicked out of her and watch her daughter be sexually violated in
the grossest manner. But while the 2018 version has no problem showing Willis’ Kersey
graphically torture and kills one of the men who attacked his family, it never shows them
being attacked. We only witness the aftermath of the violence.
One thing that is crystal clear from the remake is that Eli Roth thinks his audience is made
up of slightly moronic people. There’s a recurring bit in “Death Wish” (2018) where we see
and hear radio talk show hosts commenting on Paul Kersey’s vigilante killings and they
might as well have subtitles that read “This is what the movie is about!” and “This is what
you should think about it!” The filmmakers in 1974 were confident viewers could pick up on
what the movie was trying to say and make up their own minds about it. Roth thinks he
has to jackhammer the point into viewers’ skulls until there’s no room for anything else.
“Death Wish” (1974) allows you to make up your own mind, which is why you can still
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have an argument over whether Bronson’s Kersey was trying to commit suicide by going
after all those criminals or if he was instead retreating from reality like his raped daughter
and taking refuge in a fantasy of frontier justice. There are no such unanswered questions
in “Death Wish” (2018). There’s nothing to talk about because everything is tied up with a
nice bow, except for maybe trying to determine the exact moment in filming when Bruce
Willis stopped giving a damn.
From a generational perspective, one of the most immediate observations to make is that
the Bronson and Willis versions of the Paul Kersey character are two generations apart.
The Kersey character, being around 50 years old – and, importantly, therefore, ‘too old’ to
play a dashing hero – makes the 1974 version into an indecisive Artist, and the 2018
version into a Pragmatic Nomad. In this sense, the contrast in Bronson’s version when he
goes from wet-liberal to angry-vigilante is the most striking. By making the Willis version
into a surgeon rather than an architect, we see a greater emphasis on the pragmatic side,
with Willis effortless shifting between saving lives at work, and then taking them in his
evenings.

That said, we also know that the alternating generation archetypes – like Artists and
Nomads – make for complementary pairs. Which is one reason why 2018 was a good time
to remake the film (and possibly explains why Sylvester Stallone’s attempt to do a version
10 years earlier hadn’t come off – it was, in generation terms, simply too early in the
cycle).
What else distinguishes the two films, generation-wise?
1) In 1974, the daughter loses her sanity, while in 2018, she makes a full recovery.
Generation Z kids being untouchable from a suffocating societal perspective. This
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difference, however, tends to weaken the rationale for Paul Kersey’s switch to
vigilante.
2) We’re never quite sure whether Artist, Bronson’s character quite literally has a
suicidal death wish, whereas with Nomad Willis the audience never sees an
equivalent tension: there’s never a real doubt that Willis will prevail. Indecision
versus pragmatism in a nutshell. But again a core reason why the 1974 version of
the film carries more tension.
3) The trio of wife-killers in 1974 were narcissistic Prophets, while in 2018, they have
become Heroic Heroes… albeit very much mock-Heroes, as opposed to postQuarter-Life Crisis real-Heroes. Here’s what narcissists versus (mock’)heroes looks
like:

Narcissist Burglars

(Mock) Hero Burglars

4) The police, in both films learn that Kersey is the vigilante, effectively let him off. In
1974, by way of indecisive fudge, they tell Bronson he has to leave New York. He
heads to Chicago. Which is where, probably no coincidence, Willis’ character lives.
In pragmatic 2018, however, the police are quite happy to hear that, because Wills’
daughter is alive and well and the three burglars are dead, Willis will stop his
vigilantism. In other films, the final scene, however, is virtually the same, with the
Paul Kersey character smiling and making a finger gun gesture at a group of
hoodlums. In Bronson’s case the gesture opened up the possibility of Death Wish
2. And, tragically, Death Wish 3 too. Despite the Artist/Nomad complementarity, its
less likely we’ll see a sequel this time around. For a start, one of the main
differences between Artists and Nomads is they find themselves at opposite ends
of the societal Crime Cycle – Bronson was sailing on a rising tide, while Willis isn’t.
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Biology – Fritillaria delavayi

Fritillaria delavayi in a population with high harvest pressure. Credit: Yang Niu
A plant used in traditional Chinese medicine has evolved to become less visible to
humans, new research shows.
Scientists found that Fritillaria delavayi plants, which live on rocky slopes of China's
Hengduan mountains, match their backgrounds most closely in areas where they are
heavily harvested. This suggests humans are "driving" evolution of this species into new
colour forms because better-camouflaged plants have a higher chance of survival.
The study was carried out by the Kunming Institute of Botany (Chinese Academy of
Sciences) and the University of Exeter.
"It's remarkable to see how humans can have such a direct and dramatic impact on the
colouration of wild organisms, not just on their survival but on their evolution itself," said
Professor Martin Stevens, of the Centre for Ecology and Conservation on Exeter's Penryn
Campus in Cornwall.
"Many plants seem to use camouflage to hide from herbivores that may eat them—but
here we see camouflage evolving in response to human collectors.
"It's possible that humans have driven evolution of defensive strategies in other plant
species, but surprisingly little research has examined this."
In the new study, the researchers measured how closely plants from different populations
matched their mountain environment and how easy they were to collect, and spoke to
local people to estimate how much harvesting took place in each location. They found that
the level of camouflage in the plants was correlated with harvesting levels.
Fritillaria delavayi is a perennial herb that has leaves—varying in colour from grey to
brown to green—at a young age, and produces a single flower per year after the fifth year.
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Fritillaria delavayi in a population with low harvest pressure. Credit: Yang Niu
The bulb of the fritillary species has been used in Chinese medicine for more than 2,000
years, and high prices in recent years have led to increased harvesting.
"Like other camouflaged plants we have studied, we thought the evolution of camouflage
of this fritillary had been driven by herbivores, but we didn't find such animals," said Dr.
Yang Niu, of the Kunming Institute of Botany. "Then we realised humans could be the
reason."
Professor Hang Sun, of the Kunming Institute of Botany, added: "Commercial harvesting
is a much stronger selection pressure than many pressures in nature. "The current
biodiversity status on the earth is shaped by both nature and by ourselves."
From a contradiction point of view, Fritillaria delavayi needs to stay safe, but isn’t able to
do that because it’s easy to find. Here’s what that looks like when mapped on to the
Contradiction Matrix:

Principle 32, Colour Change doesn’t appear often in the Matrix, but here it is. Fritillaria
delavayi, it seems, got there about the same time as human inventors.
The paper, published in the journal Current Biology, is entitled: "Commercial harvesting
has driven the evolution of camouflage in an alpine plant," for anyone wanting more.
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Short Thort
“It is change, continuing change, inevitable change,
that is the dominant factor in society today.
No sensible decision can be made any longer
without taking into account not only the world as it is,
but the world as it will be...
This, in turn, means that our statesmen, our businessmen,
our everyman must take on a science fictional way of thinking.”
Isaac Asimov
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INTERFACE

“Any fool can tell a crisis when it arrives.
The real service to the state is to detect it in embryo.”
Isaac Asimov

News
Critical Systems
We’ve been invited to be the editor for a book on critical systems, planned for publication
in 2021. The provisional title for the book is ‘Critical Systems – Towards AntiFragility’ and
we’ll be looking for a number of chapters from guest authors. If any ezine readers think
they might be interested in contributing, please contact Darrell for more details.
conflict-thinking.com
Anyone that has acquired a copy of the second volume in the TRIZ Games series will
likely have read the ‘Game Of Conflicts’ chapter. We’re pleased to announce that the
game was launched this month, and that the game is built around the 2010 version of our
Contradiction Matrix. The ultimate idea being that we will resell the game through our
website, and direct purchasers of the game from conflict-thinking.com will be able to buy
our Matrix and the Matrix2010 ebook through theirs. Who knows, for anyone living in the
EU, this may be the best way to access SI products in the impending post-Brexit world.
Check out conflict-thinking.com for more details.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
FMCG – TrenDNA Project
FMCG – Problem-Solving Project
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Agriculture – Design-Make Project
Automotive – Future Trends Workshop
Transport – Innovation ROI Calculation Method Development Project
Conglomerate – Design-Thinking/TRIZ Workshops
Conglomerate – AI/ML Future Trends Workshops
Food – Innovation Dashboard Development
Happy 2021!
2020 has been a challenging one for many people. The world has jumped off its previous
S-curve and is stuttering towards the next. We still don’t know what this new curve will
look like, but we do know it is the innovators of the world that will steer us, hopefully – if
we do the job well – to one that is more ideal than today. That job starts in earnest in
2021. Stay safe. Get flexible. God speed. And make sure to have a restful and peaceful
end to 2020 in the meantime.
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